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Few Private Label Rights Now Available! Attention video producers and resellers of Rich Media products

Still paying $50 at Digital Juice for your motion video background loops? This 47 motion video

background loops will give your video productions that POLISHED FEEL youve been after. Dear Friend, If

you have spent any time at all online looking for video background loops you know that they can often be

priced anywhere from $50 to over $100 per set. Well, today is your lucky day because you are going to

get the solution you need to create simple, high end promotional videos plus have the rights to sell the

loops for less than $20! With this package you receive 47 motion video background loops to resell and

keep 100 of the profits. See below for a sample of the quality and diversity of the background loops that

you receive. Television producers have been using motion video loops and elements for years. Ever see

those notices that warn about viewer discretion is advised etc? They use motion video loops. And now
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that many internet marketers are producing their video advertisements, video demos, and video

info-products, youll find many of these same VIDEO MOTION ELEMENTS in their arsenal of tools. This

are sample still pictures of the actual motion background loops: 3D Arrows (5): Bar Movement (5): Circle

Rotation (5): Fast Circle (7): Glow Blobs (6): Particle Dance (8): Slow Burst (7): Sunburst (5): Keep in

mind that these are all motion background loops so they make creating powerful videos simple. Watch

the video below to see the various background loops in action so you can get the full affect of what you

are getting! Your PLR License: If youre already buying Digital Juice then you know that their volumes

(which typically contain about 20 files) are priced at $49.95. PLUS you still have to wait 2-3 weeks for

them to arrive. (and resell rights are not available from DJ) HOWEVER ... Today you can download these

motion video background files and put them to work on your next production because they are

COMPRESSED to MOV. You Cant Afford Not To Invest In These Motion Background Videos Its easy to

get started right away. Just click the order link below. Click below to order right now for only $5 (even if its

3:00 in the morning). Order the 47 Motion Background Videos with Private Label & Resell Rights instant

download now

================================================================================

=============================== BONUS Music Loops Pack Product Rights: Includes Private

Label Rights Music Loops Pack Vol. #1 w/PLR Music Loops Pack Includes 25 Music Loops To Use With

Your Promotional Efforts, Podcasts, eBooks, Products, Webinars, videos, Powerpoint Presentations and

More!
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